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    <command>
        bowtie -m 1 --best --strata -S ${genome} ${reads} > ${mapped}
    </command>
    <input id="genome">
        <url autocomplete="true">/home/example/indexed_genome</url>
    </input>
    
    <input id="reads" split="true">
        <url splitter="fastq">/home/example/reads.fastq</url>
    </input>
    
    <outputs>
        <url>/home/example/output_mapping/</url>
        <output id="mapped" reducer="sam" />
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Hadoopizer: other features
Software deployment
hadoop jar hadoopizer.jar -b binaries.tar.gz [...]
Extracted in work dir on each node
Supported formats
Fasta, Fastq, Sam, (Bam)
Compression
Input and output
Multiple input+output
Support of paired sequences
Mapping example: first results
First results on mapping:
Reference genome: 400 Mb
Reads: 11 Gb
With hadoopizer
343 splits on 10 nodes
55 min for map step, 3h for reduce step
This is a test cloud, not optimized for performances
Configuration tuning, code improvements, ...
Same command on 1 machine (same config)
4h30
Hadoopizer: performances
Benchmarks
The next step of the project
Comparison with:
non parallelized
SGE parallelized
other implementations using Hadoop
Take into account the transfer time
Expected results:
Overhead due to I/O on computing nodes
Hadoopizer conclusion
Coarse grain parallelism
For embarrassingly parallel problems
Works with any command line
Perspectives
Support more data formats (bed, wiggle, gff, ...)
Performance issues
Perspectives
6 months work
1.0 released on github
https://github.com/genouest/hadoopizer
Open position to continue the project
Benchmarks
Public clouds
Support other formats, new features
Real life applications
Thank you!
www.genouest.org
genocloud.genouest.org
github.com/genouest/hadoopizer
support@genouest.org
